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REINFORCEMENTS, PLEASE APPLY WITH US AS

GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGER (M/F/D)

As the Kontron ODM/EMS Alliance, we are part of Kontron AG and currently represented in four European countries.

We specialize in electronics engineering and manufacturing services throughout Europe. With more than 650 
employees and sales in the 3-digit million range, we are among the largest providers in Europe. Join our team 
and become part of the Alliance!

YOUR TASKS YOUR PROFILE YOUR BENEFITS

 Develop and maintain a global forecast 
system to create and manage mate-
rial demand push and pull actions to 
optimize Inventory levels and material 
supply

 Help to develop an ideal supply chain 
set up e.g., using VMI program or 
central warehouse set ups to optimize 
inventory levels in house and at exter-
nal contract manufacturer

 Use the FC system to supply volume 
data to the global and local sourcing 
organization (lead buyers) during price 
negotiations

 Working closely with the local demand 
planning teams to develop and main-
tain a system for demand creation and 
develop tools related to that

 Help develop global lead buyers’ pro-
gram and in the definition of preferred 
suppliers

 First level escalation for related manu-
facturers

 Help develop and maintain a set of 
KPI’s

 Years in experience in supply chain 
functions

 Good knowledge of sourcing processes 
and of supplier relationship manage-
ment

 Good knowledge of overall tools in 
material planning

 Great communications skills, fluent 
English, further languages would be an 
advantage 

 Good knowledge of MS Office (Outlook, 
Word, Excel, Access, Power point  is 
required)

 Good SAP knowledge

 Hands on mentality 

 Readiness to travel 

 Secure permanent position in an eco-
nomically strong company

 Innovative and future-oriented wor-
king environment with high personal 
responsibility and exciting challenges

 Creative freedom and opportunities for 
further professional development 

 Home office

 Open corporate culture

Have we piqued your interest in our company? Ms. Claudia Lenz is looking forward to receiving your detailed application 
inclusive photo to karriere@snt.at

mailto:karriere@snt.at

